In this letter, a frequency-selective circulator via mode coupling between a circular photonic crystal ͑CPC͒ surface waveguide and resonator systems is developed. The curve surface waveguide is formed by reducing the outermost rods radii. It has a transmission efficiency of 95% when the surface concentric distance is reduced by half. The resonator system, which consists of rod͑s͒ are placed at each of the CPC perpendicular axis. Using optimized resonator physical parameters, selected frequencies are dropped at different locations with efficiency of 97%. It is suggested that several circulators can be cascaded to build a large scale frequency-selective multiplexing system.
The growing interest in the field of dielectric based photonic crystal ͑PC͒ has attracted the attention of researches to focus on surface waves. 1 The introduction of surface states to photonic bandgap ͑PBG͒ in the boundary of finite dielectric PC is due to the perturbation of surface lattice structures. [2] [3] [4] Two conditions must be satisfied for effective localization of electromagnetic lightwaves on the PC surface. First, the surface mode must be in the PBG. Second, only the part of surface mode that lies below the lightline is considered.
Present research on PC surface mode [5] [6] [7] is mostly based on localizing lightwaves at slow light regime. Recently, it has been suggested that PC surface modes are can be used for guiding lightwaves. 8 This is achieved by using the part of surface that has higher group velocity ͑=d / dk͒. Compared to the conventional PC waveguide ͑PCWG͒, 9, 10 this surface guiding metrology is rarely discussed. It is believe that PC surface waveguide can be an alternative route for high efficiency lightwaves transmission. The study of surface waveguiding is significant as it provides a higher degree of freedom in design with the present of noncrystal side. The surface waveguide integration with other components 11 is an important breakthrough for sophisticated and multifunctional photonic device to provide various possibilities of feeding and redistributing light.
In this letter, a photonic crystal surface waveguide ͑PCSWG͒ is created on the surface of a circular photonic crystal ͑CPC͒ structure. 12 The CPC structure has radial periodicity, where the distance between each concentric layer is constant. When a concentric layer is removed from the CPC, a curve waveguide is formed. High power transmission can be achieved for curve waveguide formed 13 because of its smoother bend with smaller discontinuity. Another key factor that contributes to high power transmission is the symmetry about the center of the curve waveguide. 12 The objective of this letter is to design a frequency-selective circulator via mode coupling between PCSWG and resonators based on the CPC structure. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a quarter portion of a 2D CPC structure with circular cylindrical rods radii of 0.196a and has refractive index of 3.42. The distance between each concentric layer is a. The CPC structure has a six-fold symmetry and the number of rods in each layer is given by the formula 6͑N −1͒, where N denotes the number of layer with N ജ 2. The concentric period d c between the nearestneighbor rods in each layer is 1.05a. The calculations are based on TM-like mode polarization for the normalized frequency range of 0.30-0.40 ͑a / ͒. A CSWG is formed at the outermost layer ͑i.e., N =8͒ by reducing the radius of the surface rods to 0.1a. For surface waveguiding, the transmission normalized frequency is calculated from 0.33 to 0.37 ͑a / ͒ because the surface mode is sufficiently far from the lightline.
A Gaussian beam light source is launched on the left side of the CSWG, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The transmission spectrum of the CSWG is calculated using finite difference time domain ͑FDTD͒ method, as shown by the dash line in Fig.  2͑a͒ . The average transmission power is ϳ37%, which is less than half of the power transmission in the curve waveguide shown in Ref. 13 . In Ref. 13 , lightwaves is confined by the PC lattice on both side of the curve waveguide, which act like a Bragg reflecting curve mirror. 13 However, the CSWG has only a periodic structure on one side. direction vectors from k x to k z and vice versa to the output, as shown in the constant frequency contour in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The magnitude and direction vector of the wavevector change abruptly because of the large concentric distance and small bending radius of the CSWG. Therefore, the lightwaves can radiate to the surrounding air background easily. One way to reduce this radiation loss is to reduce the surface concentric distance d c by half, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . This "closed-up" waveguide has higher overall surface effective index and higher confinement factor.
14 The average transmission efficiency of the closed-up CSWG is calculated using FDTD method and has an average of more than 95% in the simulated range, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2͑a͒ . This improvement is significant compared to the "non-closed-up" CSWG. The transmission efficiency of the CSWG without the bulk CPC ͑known as the periodic curve WG͒ structure is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The transmission efficiency of the closed-up CSWG is higher than the periodic curve WG by ϳ10%. This is because of more power leakage to the inner side of the periodic curve WG. The presence of the bulk CPC lattice is essential for higher transmission efficiency.
The next section discusses the development of a frequency-selective circulator, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Resonator systems 15 are added to provide the dropping function.
In this letter, the resonator systems are placed tangential to the CSWG at the perpendicular axes of the CPC, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The resonator systems consist of rod͑s͒ with the same index as the bulk CPC structure. The number of rods and their physical geometries in each resonator system depends on the selected frequencies. The brute force method is used to obtain the optimized physical parameters of the rods, as shown in Table I . First, one rod is place above each perpendicular axes. Its size and transverse distance s n ͑where n =1, 2, or 3͒ are optimized to achieve highest dropping efficiency. When the dropping efficiency is below 95%, a second rod is added either to the left or right of the first rod to enhance its efficiency. In this letter, the second rod is added to the right. Its x position is set as a lattice constant from the first rod and its z position is identical to the first rod.
The working mechanism of the frequency-selective circulator is shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Three frequencies 1 , 2 , and 3 with values of 0.34 ͑a / ͒, 0.365 ͑a / ͒, and 0. 355 ͑a / ͒ are launched into the circulator on the left. When the frequency of the lightwaves that propagates along the CSWG matches with the resonance frequency of the resonator coupling system, it is dropped and transmitted out by a periodic waveguide. With a spacing of 0.116a. 16 The dielectric rods have same refractive index as the circulator where the waveguiding range is within 0.32-0.4 ͑a / ͒.
The physics of the dropping efficiency can be explained using the coupled mode theory for the waveguide-resonator system. The resonator systems and the CSWG formed a side coupled waveguide-resonator system. Based on the coupled mode theory, 15 the reflection coefficient R and transmission coefficient T of the side coupled system can be express as
where Q 0 and Q e are the quality factors due to intrinsic loss and the rate of decay to the output system, respectively. From Eqs. ͑1a͒ and ͑1b͒, when the quality factor for the decay rate waveguide is much larger than the intrinsic loss, i.e., Q e ӷ Q 0 , the transmission coefficient T is larger than the reflection coefficient R and the lightwaves are coupled out from the CSWG effectively. By optimizing the physical parameters of the rods and s n , very large value of Q e can be obtained and lightwaves couples to the resonator system with optimum coupling efficiency and negligible power leakage. The power carried by the lightwaves at selected frequencies is transmitted out at the resonator system.
The Gaussian beam light source is launched on the left with the selected frequencies one at a time. The field distribution patterns, which show the transmission mechanism of each selected frequency launched into the circulator, are simulated using the FDTD method, as shown in Figs. 4͑a͒-4͑c͒. When the lightwaves frequency and the resonance frequency of resonator system match, the lightwaves is dropped from the CSWG and transmitted out using the finite periodic dielectric waveguide. When the lightwaves frequency and the resonance frequency of the resonator system do not match, the lightwaves continues to propagate along the CSWG until it reaches its targeted dropping location. The measured and normalized transmission spectrum at each of the finite periodic waveguide is shown in Fig. 4͑d͒ . It shows very high dropping efficiency of more than 97% at the targeted frequencies. The quality factors Q e are 3500, 2950, and 3136 for frequencies of 0.34 ͑a / ͒, 0.365 ͑a / ͒, and 0.355 ͑a / ͒, respectively. As a result, the physical parameters of the rods in the resonator system are well optimized.
In conclusion, a frequency-selective circulator via mode coupling between a surface waveguide and resonator systems is proposed. The d c of the surface rods is reduced by half to 0.525a to improve the transmission efficiency to 95%. Subsequently, the resonator systems are added to create the frequency-selective circulator. The resonator systems have optimized physical parameters to ensure that optimum power is coupled out from the CSWG at designated location. Transmission spectrum and field distribution patterns demonstrate the high dropping efficiency of more than 97% with moderately high quality factors at the designated frequency. Based on this structure, a large scale frequency selection system such as an optical multiplexer can be designed by cascading several frequency-selective circulators.
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